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Abstract: A virtual reality (VR) console receives slow calibration data from an imaging device and fast calibration data from an inertial measurement unit on a VR headset including a front and a rear rigid body. The slow calibration data includes an image where only the locators on the rear rigid body are visible. An observed position is determined from the slow calibration data and a predicted position is determined from the fast calibration data. If a difference between the observed position and the predicted position is greater than a threshold value, the predicted position is adjusted by a temporary offset until the difference is less than the threshold value. The temporary offset is removed by re-calibrating the rear rigid body to the front rigid body once locators on both the front and rear rigid body are visible in an image in the slow calibration data.
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CALIBRATION OF VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to calibration systems, and more specifically relates to calibrating virtual reality systems.

[0002] Motion tracking is an old problem which has been addressed in numerous devices. Examples include global positioning systems, aircraft radar systems, robotic systems, and home entertainment systems. In the last case, existing devices track the motion of game controllers or the people who interact with the game.

[0003] Several important characteristics determine the types of sensing and computation hardware that are most appropriate: 1) the size of the rigid body, 2) its volume of space over which the rigid body may move, 3) bounds on the body’s maximum rates of velocity and acceleration, 4) predictability of the rigid body.

[0004] In motion tracking systems, typically there is a requirement to track the motion of devices that are held in contact with the human body while in a relatively small space, typically while seated indoors, but this is not necessary. More particularly, the intent is to track the motion of the head while the user heads a head-mounted display, for the purposes of virtual reality and augmented reality. This results in extremely strict requirements on the performance of the system. For example, for virtual reality, errors in position and orientation cause a poor experience
because the user does not feel truly immersed. Furthermore, there may be a mismatch between signals provided to the brain by the human vestibular system and the signals provided to the brain by the human vision system while viewing the display.

[0005] This example use case implies limitations on the volume of space over which the motion may occur. It furthermore limits the velocity and accelerations to those induced from human motion; however, it is also crucial that the motion is generally unpredictable. It is furthermore difficult to model the physics that govern the motion because of the complexity of human body motion and its interaction with other rigid bodies.

[0006] Virtual reality (VR) devices include components for determining position and movement of a headset worn by a user. These components need to be calibrated at various times, initially due to manufacturing tolerances and subsequently due to normal use of the system. Operating improperly calibrated VR device may result in improper tracking of the position or motion of the headset, which causes a dissonance between user motion and media presented to the user via the headset. Moreover, one or more of the components determining headset position and movement can lose calibration over time or with use. For example, changes in temperature or vibration may cause a camera imaging the motion of the headset to lose calibration.

SUMMARY

[0007] A virtual reality (VR) headset of a VR system includes a front rigid body and a rear rigid body, which are non-rigidly coupled together. For example, the front rigid body is coupled to the rear rigid body by an elastic headband, so the VR system continues to detect movement of an entity wearing the VR headset when the front rigid body is directed away from an imaging device included in the VR system. Both the front rigid body and the rear rigid body include locators for tracking the position of the VR headset. A locator is an object located in a specific position on the VR headset relative to one or more components, such as another locator, of the VR headset and relative to a reference point on the VR headset. Because the relationship between the front and rear rigid bodies is not necessarily fixed, the VR system may lose tracking of the position of the front rigid body relative to the rear rigid body, causing the VR system to recalibrate to re-acquire tracking of the VR headset. In some embodiments, the VR console determines subsequent predicted positions of the
rear rigid body for times after the particular image time value of the image in the slow
calibration data including only locators from the rear rigid body using the fast
calibration data and the position vector adjusted by the offset value until re-calibration
between the front rigid body to the rear rigid body can occur.

[0008] The VR system recalibrates itself when the tracking of the position of the
front rigid body or the position of the rear rigid body is lost. For example, VR the
system determines when to recalibrate based on a measured difference between the
estimated positions of locators on the rear body and intermediate estimated positions
of a reference point on the front rigid body determined by an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) within the first rigid body based on data from one or more position sensors
(e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes) included in the first rigid body. An intermediate
estimated position of the reference point is a position determined from the fast
calibration data and may be associated with a time associated with an image, or a time
between times associated with an image and a subsequent image from the slow
calibration data.

[0009] Components of a virtual reality (VR) system are calibrated to maintain
tracking of a VR headset associated with the VR system. The VR system uses slow
calibration data received from an imaging device and fast calibration data received
from an internal measurement unit (IMU) included in the VR headset for calibration.
In some embodiments, components of the VR system may be calibrated by initially
applying one or more default parameters to the components. Based on the default
parameters, the VR system tracks movement of the VR headset by identifying
positions associated with one or more locators included on the VR headset. A locator
is an object located in a specific position on the VR headset relative to one or more
components, such as another locator, of the VR headset and relative to a reference
point on the VR headset. In some embodiments, the VR headset includes two rigid
bodies that are non-rigidly coupled to each other, with locators included on each of
the rigid bodies for tracking the user’s head position and orientation. The VR system
adjusts one or more calibration parameters until differences between an estimated
position of one or more locators differs from an observed position of the one or more
locators by less than a threshold value.

[0010] In some embodiments, the VR system includes a VR console that
receives slow calibration data including a series of images showing a portion of a
plurality of locators on the VR headset from an imaging device. Each image is
separated from a subsequent image in the series by an image time value.
Additionally, the VR console receives fast calibration data comprising one or more
intermediate positions of the reference point on the VR headset from the IMU
included in the VR headset. An intermediate estimated position of the reference point
is a position determined from the fast calibration data and may be associated with a
time associated with an image, or a time between times associated with an image and
a subsequent image from the slow calibration data. The IMU determines the
intermediate estimated positions of the reference point based on data from one or
more position sensors (e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes) included in the VR headset.
Each intermediate estimated position is separated from a subsequent intermediate
estimated position by a position time value that is less than the image time value.

[0011] In some embodiments, a VR console included in the VR system receives
slow calibration data including a series of images of the VR headset taken at image
time values from an imaging device. At least one image of the series of images
includes only the locators on the rear rigid body and is associated with a particular
image time value. Additionally, the VR console receives fast calibration data from
the IMU comprising one or more intermediate estimated positions of a reference point
of the front rigid body of the VR headset determined from one or more position
sensors included in the front rigid body of the VR headset. The VR console
determines an observed position of the rear rigid body for the particular image time
value using the slow calibration data and determines a predicted position of the rear
rigid body for the image time value associated with the image including locators from
only the rear rigid body of the VR headset using the fast calibration data as well as a
position vector describing a calibrated offset between the front rigid body and the rear
rigid body.

[0012] The VR console determines a difference between the observed position
of the rear rigid body and the predicted position of the rear rigid body. If the
difference is greater than a threshold value, the VR console adjusts the predicted
position of the rear rigid body by a temporary offset value so the difference between
the observed position of the rear rigid body and the predicted position of the rear rigid
body is less than the threshold value. In some embodiments, the VR console
determines subsequent predicted positions of the rear rigid body for times after the
particular image time value of the image in the slow calibration data including only locators from the rear rigid body using the fast calibration data and the position vector adjusted by the offset value until re-calibration between the front rigid body to the rear rigid body can occur.

[0013] Re-calibration uses at least one image from the slow calibration data having a time after the particular time of the image including only the locators on the rear rigid body and that includes at least a front threshold number of observed locators on the front rigid body and a rear threshold number of observed locators on the rear rigid body. The VR console identifies model locators corresponding to observed locators from images in the slow calibration data using a headset model of the VR headset. For example, the VR console extracts locator information from the images in the slow calibration data, the locator information describing positions of observed locators on the VR headset relative to each other in a given image. In at least one of the images from the slow calibration data the VR console identifies model locators that correspond to observed locators on both the front rigid body and on the rear rigid body. The VR console compares the locator information with a headset model to identify the model locators corresponding to the observed locators.

[0014] Based on the locator information, the VR console generates estimated positions for the observed locators using the headset model. For example, the VR console uses the headset model and the information identifying positions of the observed locators to determine a projection matrix for translating translate ideal positions (described by the headset model) to positions on the image plane (described by the images of the observed locators) of the imaging device. The VR console uses the projection matrix to estimate positions of the observed locators. The VR console uses the projection matrix to estimate positions of the observed locations, and adjusts one or more calibration parameters to adjust one or more of the estimated positions of observed locators on the front rigid body until a relative distance between adjusted estimated positions of observed locators on the front rigid body and their corresponding positions determined by the headset model observed locations is than a threshold value. Similarly, the VR console determines estimated positions of observed locators on the rear rigid body and adjusts the estimated positions of the observed locations on the rear rigid body as described above. Based on adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators on the first rigid body, the VR console
determines calibrated positions of the reference point of the first rigid body for one or more images from the slow calibration data.

[0015] The VR console determines a position of the rear rigid body relative to the reference point of the first rigid body. For example, the VR console identifies a rear reference point on the rear rigid body using the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators on the rear rigid body. The VR console then identifies a position of the rear reference point relative to the reference point on the front rigid body. In alternate embodiments, the VR console identifies the position of each observed locator on the rear rigid body relative to the reference point on the front rigid body. The VR console additionally adjusts one or more calibration parameters so intermediate estimated positions of the reference point on the front rigid body and/or the rear reference point are within a threshold value of predicted positions of the reference point on the front rigid body and/or the rear reference point determined from the calibrated position of the reference point on the front rigid body and/or the calibrated position of the rear reference point (e.g., via curve fitting) from the slow calibration data.

[0016] Embodiments of a VR system provide highly accurate tracking by using only a single camera, as opposed to many, and achieves high accuracy through a high plurality of well-separated LEDs on the surface of the body. The modulation approach solves allows each LED to be uniquely identified, which results in a system that is more robust to occlusion and interference from nearby light sources. Furthermore, the modulation approach, in conjunction with digital hardware, reduces power consumption because the LEDs are powered only when the camera shutter is open.

[0017] The VR system solves the problem of tracking the head-mounted display or other objects, such as game controllers, with a level of performance that is suitable for virtual and augmented reality, while at the same time dramatically reducing economic and logical requirements in comparison to existing technologies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system environment in which a virtual reality console operates, in accordance with an embodiment.

[0019] FIG. 2A is a wire diagram of a virtual reality headset, in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 2B is a wire diagram of a virtual reality headset including a front rigid body and a rear rigid body, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a tracking module of a virtual reality console, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a process for calibrating a virtual reality system, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a process for re-establishing calibration between two rigid bodies in a virtual reality headset included in a virtual reality system, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a process of maintaining a positional relationship between two rigid bodies in a virtual reality headset included in a virtual reality system, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 7 is an example graph illustrating a series of calibrated positions of a virtual reality headset, in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 8 is an example high level diagram of a position tracking system.

FIG. 9 illustrates an example of observed bright dots and predicted projections.

FIG. 10 illustrates an example of pose optimization.

The figures depict embodiments of the present disclosure for purposes of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following description that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles, or benefits touted, of the disclosure described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

System Architecture

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a virtual reality (VR) system environment 100 in which a VR console 110 operates. The system environment 100 shown by FIG. 1 comprises a VR headset 105, an imaging device 135, and a VR input interface 140 that are each coupled to the VR console 110. While FIG. 1 shows an example system 100 including one VR headset 105, one imaging device 135, and one VR input interface 140, in other embodiments any number of these components may be included in the system 100. For example, there may be multiple VR headsets 105 each having an associated VR input interface 140.
and being monitored by one or more imaging devices 135, with each VR headset 105, VR input interface 140, and imaging devices 135 communicating with the VR console 110. In alternative configurations, different and/or additional components may be included in the system environment 100.

[0031] The VR headset 105 is a head-mounted display that presents media to a user. Examples of media presented by the VR head set include one or more images, video, audio, or some combination thereof. In some embodiments, audio is presented via an external device (e.g., speakers and/or headphones) that receives audio information from the VR headset 105, the VR console 110, or both, and presents audio data based on the audio information. Example embodiments of the VR headset 105 are further described below in conjunction with FIGS. 2A and 2B.

[0032] In various embodiments, the VR headset 105 may comprise one or more rigid bodies, which may be rigidly or non-rigidly coupled to each other. A rigid coupling between rigid bodies causes the coupled rigid bodies to act as a single rigid entity. In contrast, a non-rigid coupling between rigid bodies allows the rigid bodies to move relative to each other. An embodiment of the VR headset 105 that includes two rigid bodies that are non-rigidly coupled together is further described below in conjunction with FIG. 2B.

[0033] The VR headset 105 includes an electronic display 115, one or more locators 120, one or more position sensors 125, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) 130. The electronic display 115 displays images to the user in accordance with data received from the VR console 110. In various embodiments, the electronic display 115 may comprise a single electronic display or multiple electronic displays (e.g., a display for each eye of a user). Examples of the electronic display 115 include: a liquid crystal display (LCD), an organic light emitting diode (OLED) display, an active-matrix organic light-emitting diode display (AMOLED), some other display, or some combination thereof. Additionally, the electronic display 115 may be associated with one or more optical components correcting one or more types of optical error (e.g., field curvature, astigmatism, barrel distortion, pincushion distortion, chromatic aberration, chromatic aberration, etc.). In some embodiments, the media provided to the electronic display 115 for presentation to the user is pre-distorted to aid in correction of one or more types of optical errors. Additionally, the optical components may increase a field of view of the displayed media through
magnification or through another suitable method. For example, the field of view of the displayed media is such that the displayed media is presented using almost all (e.g., 110 degrees diagonal), and in some cases all, of the user’s field of view.

[0034] The locators 120 are objects located in specific positions on the VR headset 105 relative to one another and relative to a specific reference point on the VR headset 105. A locator 120 may be a light emitting diode (LED), a corner cube reflector, a reflective marker, a type of light source that contrasts with an environment in which the VR headset 105 operates, or some combination thereof. In embodiments where the locators 120 are active (i.e., an LED or other type of light emitting device), the locators 120 may emit light in the visible band (~380 nm to 750 nm), in the infrared (IR) band (~750 nm to 1 mm), in the ultraviolet band (10 nm to 380 nm), some other portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, or some combination thereof.

[0035] In some embodiments, the locators are located beneath an outer surface of the VR headset 105, which is transparent to the wavelengths of light emitted or reflected by the locators 120 or is thin enough to not substantially attenuate the wavelengths of light emitted or reflected by the locators 120. Additionally, in some embodiments, the outer surface or other portions of the VR headset 105 are opaque in the visible band. Thus, the locators 120 may emit light in the IR band under an outer surface that is transparent in the IR band but opaque in the visible band.

[0036] The IMU 130 is an electronic device that generates fast calibration data based on measurement signals received from one or more of the position sensors 125. A position sensor 125 generates one or more measurement signals in response to motion of the VR headset 105. Examples of position sensors 125 include: one or more accelerometers, one or more gyroscopes, one or more magnetometers, or any other suitable type of sensor, or some combination thereof. The position sensors 125 may be located external to the IMU 130, internal to the IMU 130, or some combination thereof.

[0037] Based on the one or more measurement signals from one or more position sensors 125, the IMU 130 generates fast calibration data indicating an estimated position of the VR headset 105 relative to an initial position of the VR headset 105. For example, the position sensors 125 include multiple accelerometers to measure translational motion (forward/back, up/down, left/right) and multiple gyroscopes to measure rotational motion (e.g., pitch, yaw, roll). In some
embodiments, the IMU 130 rapidly samples the measurement signals and calculates
the estimated position of the VR headset 105 from the sampled data. For example,
the IMU 130 integrates the measurement signals received from the accelerometers
over time to estimate a velocity vector and integrates the velocity vector over time to
determine an estimated position of a reference point (e.g., intermediate estimated
position) on the VR headset 105. Alternatively, the IMU 130 provides the sampled
measurement signals to the VR console 110, which determines the fast calibration
data. The reference point is a point that may be used to describe the position of the
VR headset 105. While the reference point may generally be defined as a point in
space; however, in practice the reference point is defined as a point within the VR
headset 105 (e.g., a center of the IMU 130).

[0038] The IMU 130 receives one or more calibration parameters from the VR
console 110. As further discussed below, the one or more calibration parameters are
used to maintain tracking of the VR headset 105. Based on a received calibration
parameter (e.g., IMU parameters), the IMU 130 may adjust its operation (e.g., change
sample rate, etc.). In some embodiments, as further described below, certain
calibration parameters cause the IMU 130 to offset an estimated position of the VR
headset 105 to correct positional errors that may occur when only certain portions of
the VR headset 105 are visible to the imaging device 135. In some embodiments,
certain calibration parameters cause the IMU 130 to update an initial position of the
reference point so it corresponds to a next calibrated position of the reference point.
Updating the initial position of the reference point as the next calibrated position of
the reference point helps reduce accumulated error associated with the determined
estimated position. The accumulated error, also referred to as drift error, causes the
estimated position of the reference point to “drift” away from the actual position of
the reference point over time.

[0039] The imaging device 135 generates slow calibration data in accordance
with calibration parameters received from the VR console 110. Slow calibration data
includes one or more images showing observed positions of the locators 120 that are
detectable by the imaging device 135. The imaging device 135 may include one or
more cameras, one or more video cameras, any other device capable of capturing
images including one or more of the locators 120, or some combination thereof.
Additionally, the imaging device 135 may include one or more filters (e.g., used to
increase signal to noise ration). The imaging device 135 is configured to detect light emitted or reflected from locators 120 in a field of view of the imaging device 135. In embodiments where the locators 120 include passive elements (e.g., a retroreflector), the imaging device 135 may include a light source that illuminates some or all of the locators 120, which retro-reflect the light towards the light source in the imaging device 135. Slow calibration data is communicated from the imaging device 135 to the VR console 110. The imaging device 135 receives one or more calibration parameters from the VR console 110, and may adjust one or more imaging parameters (e.g., focal length, focus, frame rate, ISO, sensor temperature, shutter speed, aperture, etc.) based on the calibration parameters.

[0040] The VR input interface 140 is a device that allows a user to send action requests to the VR console 110. An action request is a request to perform a particular action. For example, an action request may be to start or end an application or to perform a particular action within the application. The VR input interface 140 may include one or more input devices. Example input devices include: a keyboard, a mouse, a game controller, or any other suitable device for receiving action requests and communicating the received action requests to the VR console 110. An action request received by the VR input interface 140 is communicated to the VR console 110, which performs an action corresponding to the action request. In some embodiments, the VR input interface 140 may provide haptic feedback to the user in accordance with instructions received from the VR console 110. For example, haptic feedback is provided when an action request is received, or the VR console 110 communicates instructions to the VR input interface 140 causing the VR input interface 140 to generate haptic feedback when the VR console 110 performs an action.

[0041] The VR console 110 provides media to the VR headset 105 for presentation to the user in accordance with information received from one or more of: the imaging device 135, the VR headset 105, and the VR input interface 140. In the example shown in FIG. 1, the VR console 110 includes a media store 145, a tracking module 150, and a virtual reality (VR) engine 155. Some embodiments of the VR console 110 have different modules than those described in conjunction with FIG. 1. Similarly, the functions further described below may be distributed among components of the VR console 110 in a different manner than is described here.
The application store 145 stores one or more applications for execution by the VR console 110. An application is a group of instructions, that when executed by a processor, generates media for presentation to the user. Media generated by an application may be in response to inputs received from the user via movement of the HR headset 105 or the VR interface device 140. Examples of applications include: gaming applications, conferencing applications, video playback application, or other suitable applications.

The tracking module 150 calibrates the system environment 100 using one or more calibration parameters. As further described in conjunction with FIGS. 3-5, the tracking module 150 may adjust one or more calibration parameters to reduce error in determination of the position of the VR headset 105. For example, the tracking module 150 adjusts the focus of the imaging device 135 to obtain a more accurate position for observed locators on the VR headset 105. Moreover, calibration performed by the tracking module 150 also account for information received from the IMU 130. Additionally, as discussed in further detail below in conjunction with FIGS. 4 and 5, if that tracking of the VR headset 105 is lost (e.g., the imaging device 135 loses line of sight of at least a threshold number of the locators 120), the tracking module 140 re-calibrates some or all of the system environments 100. As used herein, “loss of tracking” may generally refer to a loss of calibration of the imaging device 135 or the IMU 130, a loss of relative positions of one or more rigid bodies in the VR headset 105, a loss of position of the VR headset 105 relative to the imaging device 135, or some combination thereof.

Re-calibration of the system environment 100 is generally transparent to the user. In some embodiments, the tracking module 150 may prompt the user to move the VR headset 105 to an orientation where one or more sides of the VR headset 105 are visible to the imaging device 135. For example, the tracking module 150 prompts the user to look up, to look down, to look left, to look right, or look in another specified direction so one or more sides of the VR headset 105 are visible to the imaging device 135. Once a threshold number of locators 120 on the VR headset 105 are imaged by the imaging device 135, the tracking module 150 re-establishes calibration. In some embodiments, the tracking module 150 may continually calibrate the system environment 100 or calibrates the system environment 100 at periodic intervals to maintain accurate tracking of the VR headset 105.
[0045] The tracking module 150 may calibrate a system environment 100 including a VR headset 105 comprising one or more rigid bodies (e.g., see FIGS. 2A and 2B). Additionally, as further described below in conjunction with FIGS. 3 and 5, the calibration may account for a VR headset 105 including two rigid bodies that are non-rigidly coupled (e.g., coupled together via an elastic band). The two rigid bodies may be a front rigid body including the IMU 130 that is positioned in front of the user’s eyes, and a rear rigid body that is positioned at the rear of the user’s head. This configuration of the front rigid body and the rear rigid body allows a user to turn 360 degrees relative to the imaging device 135. However, because the relationship between the front rigid body and the rear rigid body is not necessarily fixed, the system environment 100 may lose calibration of the position of the front rigid body relative to the rear rigid body. Moreover as discussed in detail below with regard to FIG. 6, in some embodiments, if tracking is lost between multiple rigid bodies in the VR headset 105, the tracking module 150 may offset the position of a rigid body until re-calibration may occur. In these instances, in some embodiments, the tracking module 150 may determine an offset value to the intermediate estimated position of the VR headset 105 and provide it to the IMU 130 as a calibration parameter. Alternatively, the tracking module 150 may adjust a position vector describing the relative position of the front rigid body to the rear rigid body by the offset value. In some embodiments, the tracking module 150 determines when to re-calibrate based on a measured difference between the movement indicated by the locators 120 on the rear rigid body and the movement predicted using fast calibration data received from the IMU 130. The tracking module 150 re-calibrates using slow calibration data including one or more images that include locators 120 on the front rigid body and locators on the rear rigid body.

[0046] Additionally, the tracking module 150 tracks movements of the VR headset 105 using slow calibration data from the imaging device 13. As further described below in conjunction with FIG. 3, the tracking module 150 determines positions of a reference point of the VR headset 105 using observed locators from the slow calibration data and a model of the VR headset 105. The tracking module 150 also determines positions of a reference point of the VR headset 105 using position information from the fast calibration data. Additionally, in some embodiments, the tracking module 150 may use portions of the fast calibration data, the slow calibration
data, or some combination thereof, to predict a future location of the headset 105. The tracking module 150 provides the estimated or predicted future position of the VR headset 105 to the VR engine 155.

The VR engine 155 executes applications within the system environment and receives position information, acceleration information, velocity information, predicted future positions, or some combination thereof, of the VR headset 105 from the tracking module 150. Based on the received information, the VR engine 155 determines media to provide to the VR headset 105 for presentation to the user. For example, if the received information indicates that the user has looked to the left, the VR engine 155 generates media for the VR headset 105 that mirrors the user’s movement in a virtual environment. Additionally, the VR engine 155 performs an action within an application executing on the VR console 110 in response to an action request received from the VR input interface 140 and provides feedback to the user that the action was performed. The provided feedback may be visual or audible feedback via the VR headset 105 or haptic feedback via the VR input interface 140.

FIG. 2A is a wire diagram of one embodiment of a virtual reality headset. The VR headset 200 is an embodiment of the VR headset 105 and includes a front rigid body 205 and a band 210. The front rigid body 205 includes the electronic display 115 (not shown), the IMU 130, the one or more position sensors 125, and the locators 120. In the embodiment shown by FIG. 2A, the position sensors 125 are located within the IMU 130, and neither the position sensors 125 nor the IMU 130 are visible to the user.

The locators 120 are located in fixed positions on the front rigid body 205 relative to one another and relative to a reference point 215. In the example of FIG. 2A, the reference point 215 is located at the center of the IMU 130. Each of the locators 120 emit light that is detectable by the imaging device 135. Locators 120, or portions of locators 120, are located on a front side 220A, a top side 220B, a bottom side 220C, a right side 220D, and a left side 220E of the front rigid body 205 in the example of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 2B is a wire diagram of an embodiment of a VR headset 225 including a front rigid body 205 and a rear rigid body 230. The VR headset 225 shown in FIG. 2B, is an embodiment of the VR headset 105 where the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid body 230 are coupled together via the band 210. The
band 210 is non-rigid (e.g., elastic), so the front rigid body 205 is not rigidly coupled to the rear rigid body 210. Thus, the rear rigid body 230 may move in relation to the front rigid body 205, and, specifically, move in relation to the reference point 215. As further discussed below in conjunction with FIGS. 3 and 5, the rear rigid body 230 allows the VR console 110 to maintain tracking of the VR headset 105, even if the front rigid body 205 is not visible to the imaging device 135. Locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 are located in fixed positions relative to one another and relative to the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205. In the example of FIG. 2B, one or more locators 120, or portions of locators 120, on the rear rigid body 230 are located on a front side 235A, a top side 235B, a bottom side 235C, a right side 235D, and a left side 235E of the rear rigid body 230.

[0051] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the tracking module 150 included in the VR console 110. Some embodiments of the tracking module 150 have different modules than those described herein. Similarly, the functionality described in conjunction with FIG. 3 may be distributed among the components in a different manner than described herein. In the example of FIG. 3, the tracking module 150 includes a tracking database 310, an initialization module 320, an estimation module 330, a parameter adjustment module 340, and a monitoring module 350.

[0052] The tracking database 310 stores information used by the tracking module 150 to track one or more VR headsets 105. For example, the tracking database 310 stores one or more headset models, one or more calibration parameter values, or any other suitable information to track a VR headset 105. As reference above with respect to FIG. 1, a headset model describes ideal positions of each of the locators 120 with respect to each other and the reference point 215. Each locator 120 is associated with a corresponding model locator in the headset model; hence, a model locator corresponding to a locator 120 describes an ideal position of the locator 120 according to the headset model. Additionally, the headset model may include information describing changes in model positions of the locators 120 or the reference point 215 as a function of different calibration parameters. In some embodiments, the headset model may describe model positions of locators 120 on a rear rigid body 230 with respect to each other, model positions of a rear reference point describing a position of the rear rigid body 230, default positions of the rear reference point relative to a reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205, default positions of the
model locations of locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 relative to the reference point 215, or some combination thereof.

[0053] Calibration parameters are parameters that may be adjusted to affect calibration of the VR headset 105. Example calibration parameters include imaging parameters, IMU parameters, or some combination thereof. Imaging parameters and IMU parameters may be included in the calibration parameters. Examples of imaging parameters include: focal length, focus, frame rate, ISO, shutter speed, aperture, camera orientation, source activation (in embodiments where the imaging device 135 uses a source to illuminate reflective locators 120), offset of an imaging sensor with respect to the center of a lens of the imaging device 135, lens distortion parameters, sensor temperature, or any other parameter used by the imaging device 135 to output slow calibration data. IMU parameters are parameters controlling collection of the fast calibration data. Examples of IMU parameters include: a sample rate of one or more of the measurement signals from the position sensors 125, an output rate of the fast calibration data, other suitable parameters used by the IMU 130 to generate fast calibration data, commands to power the IMU 130 on or off, commands to update the initial position to the current position of the reference point, offset information (e.g., offset to positional information), or any other suitable information.

[0054] The initialization module 320 initializes the system environment 100 using information from the tracking database 310, such as calibration parameters retrieved from the tracking database 310. In embodiments where the system environment 100 was not previously calibrated default calibration parameters are retrieved from the tracking database 310. If the system environment 100 was previously calibrated, adjusted calibration parameters may be retrieved from the tracking database 310. The initialization module 320 provides the retrieved calibration parameters to the IMU 130 and/or to the imaging device 130.

[0055] The estimation module 330 receives slow calibration data and/or fast calibration data from the VR headset 105 and/or from the IMU 130. The slow calibration data is received from the imaging device 135 at a slow data rate (e.g., 20 Hz). In contrast, the fast calibration data is received from the IMU 130 at a data rate (e.g., 200 Hz or more) that is significantly faster than the data rate at which the slow calibration data is received. Thus, the fast calibration data may be used to determine position information of the VR headset 105 between images of the VR headset 105
included in the slow calibration data.

[0056] Using a headset model from the tracking database 310 and the slow calibration data from the imaging device 135, the estimation module 330 identifies model locators corresponding to one or more locators on the VR headset 135 identified from images captured by the imaging device 135. The estimation module 330 extracts locator information from the images in the slow calibration data, the locator information describing positions of observed locators 120 relative to each other in a given image. For a given image, the locator information describes relative positions between the observed locators 120 in the image. For example, if an image shows observed locators A, B, and C, the locator information includes data describing the relative distances between A and B, A and C, and B and C. As described above, the headset model includes one or more model positions for the locators on the VR headset 105. The estimation model 330 compares the relative positions of the observed locators 120 to the relative positions of the model locators to determine correspondences between observed locators 120 on the VR headset 105 and model locators from the headset model. In embodiments where calibration is occurring for a VR headset 225 including multiple rigid bodies, model locators corresponding to observed locators on both the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid body 230 are identified from at least one of the images of slow calibration data.

[0057] Additionally, based on the headset model and the information describing model locators and observed locators 120, the estimation module 330 generates estimated positions for observed locators 120. The estimation module 330 determines a projection matrix based on the headset model and the information describing model locators and observed locators 120. The projection matrix is a mathematical construct that translates ideal positions of locators 120, described by the headset model, to positions on an image plane, described by the images of the observed locators 120, of the imaging device 135. Thus, the estimation module 330 estimates positions of observed locators 120 using the projection matrix and positions of model locators described in the headset model. One or more calibration parameters may be applied to the projection matrix so adjustments to one or more of the calibration parameters modify the estimated positions of the observed locators 120.

[0058] The estimation module 330 also extracts intermediate position information, intermediate velocity information, intermediate acceleration information,
or some combination thereof, from the fast calibration data. As the fast calibration data is received more frequently than the slow calibration data, information extracted from the fast calibration data allows the estimation module 330 to determine position information, velocity information, or acceleration information for time periods between images from the slow calibration data. An intermediate estimated position information (e.g., an intermediate estimated position) describes a position of the reference point 215 at a time associated with an image, or a time between times associated with an image and a subsequent image from the slow calibration data. Intermediate velocity information describes a velocity vector associated with the reference point 215 at a time between a time associated with an image and a time associated with a subsequent image from the slow calibration data. Intermediate acceleration information describes an acceleration vector associated with the reference point 215 at a time between a time associated with an image and a time associated with a subsequent image from the slow calibration data. In some embodiments, the estimation module 330 is configured to obtain the intermediate estimated position information using the intermediate acceleration information or from the intermediate velocity information. The estimation module 330 provides the intermediate position to the parameter adjustment module 340.

[0059] The parameter adjustment module 340 adjusts one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions until relative distances between the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value. If a relative distance between an estimated position of an observed locator 120 and a position of its corresponding model locator equals or exceeds a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the parameter adjustment module 340 adjusts one or more calibration parameters (e.g., imaging parameters) until the relative distance is less than the threshold value. For example, the parameter adjustment module 340 modifies one calibration parameter while keeping other calibration parameters fixed to determine a value for the calibration parameter being modified resulting less than a threshold distance between the estimated position of an observed locator 120 and a position of its corresponding model locator. The parameter adjustment module 340 may then fix the calibration parameter to the determined value and repeat the process of modifying values for individual calibration parameters while keeping other calibration parameters at
constant values until relative distances between adjusted estimated positions of at least a threshold number of observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value. Using the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators 120, the parameter adjustment module 340 generates calibrated positions of the reference point 215 for one or more frames of the slow calibration data.

[0060] In embodiments where the VR headset 105 includes two rigid bodies (e.g., VR headset 225) the parameter adjustment module 340 determines a position of the rear rigid body 230 relative to the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205. In some embodiments, the parameter adjustment module 340 identifies a rear reference point on the rear rigid body 230 using the observed locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 and their corresponding model locators. The parameter adjustment module 340 then identifies a position of the rear reference point relative to the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205. Alternatively, the VR console 110 identifies the position of each observed locator 120 on the rear rigid body 230 relative to the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205. In some embodiments, the parameter adjustment module 340 generates the calibrated positions of the reference point 215 responsive to determining that a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on one or more sides of each rigid body 205, 230 or a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on all sides of each rigid body 205, 230. For example, the threshold number of locators imaged on a side of a rigid body 205, 230 is greater than or equal to zero. If the threshold number of locators is not imaged, the parameter adjustment module 340 may prompt the user via the VR headset 105 or via another suitable component to orient the VR headset 105 in a specific direction relative to the imaging device 135 or to continue moving the VR headset 105 until the threshold number of locators are imaged.

[0061] The parameter adjustment module 340 also determines a prediction function predicting positions of the reference point 215 and adjusts one or more calibration parameters until the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 from the fast calibration data are within a threshold value of the predicted positions of the reference point 215. For example, the prediction function is generated by fitting a curve to the series of calibrated positions. The parameter adjustment module 340 then adjusts one or more calibration parameters until a
distance between the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and the predicted positions of the reference point 215 is less than a threshold value. For example, the parameter adjustment module 340 may increase the sample rate of the IMU 140 until the distance between the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and the predicted positions of the reference point 215 is 1 mm or less. In other embodiments, the parameter adjustment module 340 adjusts one or more calibration parameters so distances between each intermediate estimated position and a calibrated position (e.g., CP₁) of the reference point 215 associated with the image is less than a distance value between the calibrated position (e.g., CP₁) of the reference point 215 associated with the image and the calibrated position of the reference point 215 associated with the subsequent image (e.g., CP₂).

[0062] In some embodiments, the parameter adjustment module 340 updates the initial position of the IMU 130 to be the next calibrated position of the reference point 215. As discussed above in conjunction with FIG. 1 and below in conjunction with FIG. 6, the IMU 130 collects fast calibration data relative to positions of the reference point 215 previously determined by the IMU 130. Accordingly, drift error increases the longer the IMU 130 collects data without updating the initial position to a calibrated position. The parameter adjustment module 340 compares the intermediate estimated positions with an update threshold value. If one or more of the intermediate estimated positions exceed the update threshold value, the parameter adjustment module 340 communicates an instruction to the IMU 130 to update the initial position as the position associated with the next calibrated position. Alternatively, after determining a calibrated position, the parameter adjustment module 340 instructs the IMU 130 to update the initial position to the determined calibrated position. The parameter adjustment module 340 stores the values for the adjusted calibration parameters in the tracking database 310 and may also provide the adjusted calibration parameters to other components in the VR console 110.

[0063] The monitoring module 350 monitors the system environment 100 for loss of calibration. In various embodiments, the monitoring module 350 monitors the relative distances between adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators. If a relative distance between an adjusted estimated position of an observed locator and a position of its corresponding model locator is less than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the monitoring module 350
provides the calibrated position of the reference point 215 determined from the positions of the observed locators 120 to the VR engine 155. In contrast, if the relative distance between an observed locator and its corresponding model locator is more than the threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the monitoring module 350 determines that calibration is lost and prompts the parameter adjustment module 340 to re-calibrate the system environment 100.

To monitor relative distances determined by the parameter adjustment module 340 between intermediate estimated positions and their corresponding predicted positions. If a distance between a predicted position and its corresponding intermediate estimated position is less than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the monitoring module 350 provides the intermediate estimated position to the VR engine 155. In some embodiments, the monitoring module 350 may also provide intermediate velocity information or intermediate acceleration information extracted from the fast calibration data to the VR engine 155. In contrast, if the distance between the predicted position and its corresponding intermediate estimated position is more than the threshold value, the monitoring module 350 determines that calibration is lost and causes the system environment 100 to re-establish calibration.

In some instances, locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 are only visible to the imaging device 135. When only locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 are visible to the imaging device 135, in some embodiments, if a difference between estimated position of the rear rigid body 230 (e.g., generated from the observed locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230) and a predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 (e.g., may be generated using fast calibration data) is greater than a threshold value, the monitoring module 350 determines calibration has been lost and causes the system environment 100 to re-establish calibration. Additionally, if the difference between estimated position of the rear rigid body 230 and the predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 is greater than the threshold value, the VR console 110 adjusts the predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 by a temporary offset value so the difference between the estimated position of the rear rigid body 230 and the predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 is less than the threshold value. The monitoring module 350 may then use the temporary offset value (or subsequently generated temporary offset values) to more accurately predict the position of the rear rigid body 230 until re-calibration may occur between the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid
body 230. Alternatively, if a difference between estimated positions of the locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 and positions of their corresponding model locators, relative to the reference point 215, is greater than a threshold value, the monitoring module 350 determines calibration has been lost and causes the system environment 100 to re-establish calibration. In some embodiments, when the slow calibration data includes an image including a threshold number of locators on the front rigid body 205 and a threshold number of locators on the rear rigid body 230, the tracking module 150 begins re-calibration. Additionally, in some embodiments, once tracking is lost, the monitoring module 350 automatically prompts the user to adjust the VR headset 105 so locators on both the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid body 230 are visible.

**Calibrating Virtual Reality Systems**

[0066] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of one embodiment of a process for calibrating a VR system, such as the system environment 100 described above in conjunction with FIG. 1. In other embodiments, the process includes different, additional, or fewer steps than those depicted by FIG. 4. Additionally, in some embodiments, the steps described in conjunction with FIG. 4 may be performed in different orders.

[0067] The VR console 110 initializes 410 the system environment using one or more calibration parameters. For example, the VR console 110 retrieves one or more calibration parameters associated with the VR headset 105 from the tracking database 310. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 retrieves adjusted calibration parameter values from the tracking database 310 if the imaging device 135 or the IMU 130 were previously calibrated for a particular VR headset 105. If the imaging device 135 or the IMU 130 were not previously calibrated to the VR headset 105, the VR console 110 retrieves default calibration parameters from the tracking database 310. The VR console 110 provides the calibration parameters to the IMU 130 or to the imaging device 135.

[0068] The VR console 110 receives 420 slow calibration data from the imaging device 135 and fast calibration data from the IMU 130. The slow calibration data includes a series of images including one or more of the locators 120 on the VR headset 105. A locator 120 included in an image from the slow calibration data is referred to herein as an “observed locator.” The fast calibration data may include one or more intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 (e.g., a center of
the IMU 130). In other embodiments, the fast calibration data includes intermediate acceleration information and/or intermediate velocity information from which the VR console 110 determines one or more intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215.

[0069] Based at least in part on the slow calibration data and a headset model, the VR console 110 identifies 430 model locators, which are locators in the headset model. The VR console 110 extracts locator information describing positions of observed locators 120 relative to each other in the from the slow calibration data and compares the locator information with a headset model retrieved from the tracking database 310 to identify 430 model locators that correspond to the observed locators. The model locators are components of the headset model, so identifying 430 a model locator associated with an observed locator allows the VR console 110 to subsequently compare a position of the observed locator with the ideal position, from the headset model of the model locator associated with the observed locator.

[0070] Using the headset model, the VR console 110 generates 440 estimated positions for one or more of the observed locators 120. The headset model describes ideal positioning between the locators 120 and the reference point 215. In various embodiments, the VR console 110 uses the headset model and the locator information to determine a projection matrix for translating ideal positions in the headset model to positions on an image plane of the imaging device 135. The VR console 110 uses the projection matrix to estimate positions of the observed locations. Hence, the estimated position of an observed locator 120 identifies an ideal position of the observed locator 120 on the image plane of the images from the slow calibration data.

[0071] Based at least in part on relative distances between estimated positions of one or more observed locators 120 and the positions of the model locators corresponding to the one or more observed locators 120, the VR console 110 adjusts 450 one or more calibration parameters that adjust the estimated positions of the one or more locators 120 so a relative distance between estimated positions of observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators from the headset model are less than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm). Adjusting calibration parameters affects the projection matrix (e.g., changing focal length, etc.), so changing one or more calibration parameters may affect the estimated positions of the observed locators 120. If the distances between the estimated positions of the observed locators
120 and the positions of their corresponding model locators equals or exceeds the threshold value, in one embodiment, the VR console 110 adjusts 450 one calibration parameter while keeping other calibration parameters fixed to determine a value for the calibration parameter being adjusted that results in a distance between the estimated position of an observed locator 120 and the position of its corresponding model locator being less than the threshold value. The calibration parameter may then be fixed to the determined value, while another calibration parameter is modified so the distance between an estimated position of an additional locator 120 and an additional position of a model locator corresponding to the additional locator is less than the threshold value. Various calibration parameters may be adjusted 450 as described above so relative distances between adjusted estimated positions of at least a threshold number of observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value. If the distances between estimated positions of at least a threshold number of the observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value, the calibration parameters are not adjusted 450.

[0072] The VR console 110 determines 460 whether a threshold number of the observed locators 120 are from each side of the front rigid body 205 (i.e., the front side 220A, the top side 220B, the bottom side 220C, the right side 220C, and the left side 220D). If the threshold number of observed locators 120 are associated with each side, the VR console 110 generates 470 calibrated positions of the reference point 215 for one or more frames of the slow calibration data using the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators. In embodiments where the VR headset 105 includes multiple rigid bodies, the VR console 110 generates the calibrated positions of the reference point 215 responsive to determining that a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on one or more sides of each rigid body 205, 230 or responsive to determining that a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on all sides of each rigid body 205, 230. If the threshold number of observed locators 120 are not associated with each side, the VR console 110 may communicate a prompt to the user via the VR headset 105 or another component to reposition the VR headset 105 so that slow calibration data including locators from one or more sides of the VR headset 150 may be captured.

[0073] The VR console 110 further adjusts 480 one or more calibration
parameters until intermediate estimated positions of the VR headset 105 received from the fast calibration data are within a threshold distance of predicted positions for the VR headset 105 or the reference point 215, where the predicted positions are determined from the calibrated positions of the reference point 215 associated with various images from the slow calibration data. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 determines a predicted position of the reference point 215 by generating (e.g., via curve fitting) a prediction function using calibrated positions of the reference point 215 associated with different images from the slow calibration data. The VR console 110 adjusts one or more of the calibration parameters until the distances between the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and the predicted positions of the reference point 215 are less than a threshold distance. For example, the VR console 110 may increase the sample rate of the IMU 130 until the distances between the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and the predicted positions of the reference point 215 are all 1 mm or less or until distances between at least a threshold number of intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and predicted positions of the reference point 215 are less than 1 mm. In other embodiments, the VR console 110 determines a predicted position of the reference point 215 as a position between a calibrated position of the reference point 215 associated with an image from the slow calibration data and a calibrated position of the reference point 215 associated with a subsequent image from the slow calibration data. The VR console 110 then adjusts 480 one or more calibration parameters so distances between each intermediate estimated position and a calibrated position (e.g., CP₁) of the reference point 215 associated with the image is less than a distance between the calibrated position (e.g., CP₁) of the reference point 215 associated with the image and the calibrated position of the reference point 215 associated with the subsequent image (e.g., CP₂). Additionally, the VR console 110 may update the initial position of the IMU 130 to be the calibrated position of the reference point 215.

[0074] In some embodiments, the VR console 110 stores the values for the adjusted calibration parameters in the tracking database 310 or provides the values for the adjusted calibration parameters to other components in the VR console 110. The adjusted calibration values may reduce calibration times for subsequent operations of the system environment 100, improving user experience.

[0075] The VR console 110 monitors 490 the system environment 100 for loss
of calibration. For example, the VR console 110 monitors the relative distances between adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators. If a relative distance between an adjusted estimated position of an observed locator 120 and a position of its corresponding model locator is less than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the VR console 110 provides the calibrated position to the VR engine 155. In contrast, if the relative distance between an estimated position of an observed locator and a position of its corresponding model locator is greater than (or equals or exceeds) than the threshold value (e.g., 1 mm), the VR console 110 determines that calibration is lost, receives 420 slow calibration data and fast calibration data and performs the above-identified functions to re-calibrate the system environment 110.

[0076] Additionally, the VR console 110 monitors 490 the relative distances between intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 and predicted positions of the reference point 215. For example, if a distance between a curve of predicted positions of the reference point 215 and an intermediate estimated position of the reference point 215 is less than a threshold distance (e.g., 1 mm), the VR console 110 provides the intermediate estimated position to the VR engine 155. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 may also provide intermediate velocity information or intermediate acceleration information extracted from the fast calibration data to the VR engine 155. In contrast, if the distance between the predicted position of the reference point 215 and an intermediate estimated position of the reference point 215 is greater than or equals or exceeds the threshold distance, the VR console 110 determines that calibration is lost, receives 420 slow calibration data and fast calibration data and performs the above-identified functions to re-calibrate the system environment 110.

[0077] In some embodiments, the IMU 130 and the imaging device 135 may be calibrated simultaneously. To simultaneously calibrate the IMU 130 and the imaging device 135, the VR console 110 estimates positions of the reference point 215 for a series of images using estimated positions of the observed locators. Additionally, the VR console 110 uses fast calibration data including the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 at particular time values corresponding to images in the slow calibration data when calibrating the IMU 130 and the imaging device 135. When simultaneously adjusting calibration parameters of the IMU 130
and of the imaging device 135, the VR console 110: (1) adjusts estimated positions of observed locators so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value; and (2) adjusts the estimated positions for the reference point so a relative distance between the estimated positions for the reference point at the particular time values corresponding to images in the slow calibration data and the positions of a model reference point determined from the model locators is less than the threshold value.

[0078] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of a process for re-establishing calibration between two rigid bodies of a virtual reality headset 225 included in the system environment 100. In other embodiments, the process includes different, additional, or fewer steps than those depicted by FIG. 5. Additionally, in some embodiments, the steps described in conjunction with FIG. 5 may be performed in different orders.

[0079] The VR console 110 receives 510 slow calibration data including images showing a front threshold number of locators 120 on a front rigid body 205 and a rear threshold number (e.g., at least one) of locators 120 on a rear rigid body 230 of the VR headset 225. A locator 120 included in an image from the slow calibration data is referred to herein as an “observed locator.” As described above in conjunction with FIGS. 2-4, the VR console 110 receives 150 the slow calibration data from the imaging device 135 and the fast calibration data from the IMU 130. The fast calibration data may also include intermediate acceleration information and/or intermediate velocity information from which the VR console 110 determines one or more intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 of the VR headset 225.

[0080] Based at least in part on the slow calibration data and a headset model, the VR console 110 identifies 520 model locators, which are locators in the headset model. The VR console 110 extracts locator information describing positions of observed locators 120 relative to each other from the slow calibration data and compares the locator information with a headset model retrieved from the tracking database 310 to identify 520 model locators that correspond to the observed locators 120. In at least one of the images model locators are identified that correspond to observed locators on both the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid body 230 of the
VR headset 225. The model locators are components of the headset model, so identifying 520 a model locator associated with an observed locator allows the VR console 110 to subsequently compare a position of the observed locator with the ideal position, from the headset model of the model locator associated with the observed locator.

Using the headset model, the VR console 110 generates 530 estimated positions for one or more of the observed locators 120. The headset model describes ideal positioning between the locators 120 and the reference point 215. In various embodiments, the VR console 110 uses the headset model and the locator information to determine a projection matrix for translating ideal positions in the headset model to positions on an image plane of the imaging device 135. The VR console 110 uses the projection matrix to estimate positions of the observed locators 120. Hence, the estimated position of an observed locator 120 identifies an ideal position of the observed locator 120 on the image plane of the images from the slow calibration data.

Based at least in part on relative distances between estimated positions of one or more observed locators 120 and the positions of the model locators corresponding to the one or more observed locators 120, the VR console 110 adjusts 540 relative distance between estimated positions of observed locators on the first rigid body 205 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm). Adjusting calibration parameters affects the projection matrix (e.g., changing focal length, etc.), so changing one or more calibration parameters may affect the estimated positions of the observed locators 120. If the distances between the estimated positions of the observed locators 120 and the positions of their corresponding model locators equals or exceeds the threshold value, in one embodiment, the VR console 110 adjusts 540 one calibration parameter while keeping other calibration parameters fixed to determine a value for the calibration parameter being adjusted that results in a distance between the estimated position of an observed locator 120 and the position of its corresponding model locator being less than the threshold value. Adjustment 540 of calibration parameters is further described above in conjunction with FIG. 4. If the distances between estimated positions of at least a threshold number of the observed locators 120 and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value, the calibration parameters are not adjusted 540.
After adjusting 540 calibration parameters so at least a threshold number of relative distances between the estimated positions of the observed locators and the positions of their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value, the VR console 110 generates 550 calibrated positions of the reference point 215 associated with one or more images of the slow calibration data using the adjusted estimated positions of the observed locators 120. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 generates the calibrated positions of the reference point 215 responsive to determining that a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on one or more sides of each rigid body 205, 230 or determining that a threshold number of locators are imaged (observed locators) on all sides of each rigid body 205, 230. If the threshold number of locators (on a side of a rigid body 205, 230 or on all sides of each rigid body 205, 230) is not imaged, the VR console 110 may prompt the user via the VR headset 105 or via another suitable component to orient the VR headset 105 in a specific direction relative to the imaging device 135 or to continue moving the VR headset 105 until the threshold number of locators are imaged.

The VR console 110 also determines 560 a position of the rear rigid body 230 relative to the reference point 215. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 identifies a rear reference point on the rear rigid body 230 using the observed locators 120 and their corresponding model locators. The VR console 110 then identifies the position of the rear reference point relative to the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205 such that the rear reference point is positioned relative to the reference point 215 by a position vector. Alternatively, the VR console 110 identifies the position of each observed locator on the rear rigid body 230 relative to the reference point 215, so positions of each observed locator on the rear rigid body 230 are positioned relative to the reference point 215 by their own position vector.

The VR console 110 adjusts 570 one or more calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 are within a threshold distance of predicted positions of the reference point 215. Adjustment of calibration parameters so intermediate estimated positions of the reference point 215 are within a threshold value of predicted positions of the reference point is further described above in conjunction with FIG. 4. After adjusting 570 one or more calibration parameters, the VR console 110 monitors 580 for loss of calibration of the system environment 100, as described above in conjunction with FIG. 4.
When monitoring 580 for loss of calibration, the VR console 110 uses images from the slow calibration data that may include observed positions of locators 120 on the first rigid body 205, on the rear rigid body 230, or on some combination thereof. In some embodiments, the threshold value between a position of an observed locator 120 and a position of its corresponding model locator may differ based on the rigid body on which the observed locator 120 is located. For example, the threshold value may be 1 mm for observed locators 120 on the front rigid body 205 and 2 mm for observed locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230.

Additionally, in some scenarios, the imaging device 135 is unable to view locators 120 on the front rigid body 205, but is able to view locators on the rear rigid body 230. In these scenarios, tracking is monitored using the process described below with respect to FIG. 6.

When the slow calibration data includes an image including a threshold number of locators on the front rigid body 205 and a threshold number of locators on the rear rigid body 230, the steps described above in conjunction with FIG. 5 are repeated to re-establish calibration of the system environment 100. In some embodiments, when tracking is lost, the VR console 110 automatically prompts the user to adjust the VR headset 105 so locators on both the front rigid body 205 and on the rear rigid body 230 are visible to the imaging device 135. The prompt presented to the user may provide the user with specific instructions to position the VR headset 105 so locators on both the front rigid body 205 and on the rear rigid body 230 are visible to the imaging device 135.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating one embodiment of a process for maintaining a positional relationship between two rigid bodies of a virtual reality headset 225 included in the system environment 100. In other embodiments, the process includes different, additional, or fewer steps than those depicted by FIG. 6. Additionally, in some embodiments, the steps described in conjunction with FIG. 6 may be performed in different orders.

The VR console 110 receives 610 slow calibration data from the imaging device 135. The slow calibration data includes a series of images that includes an image associated with an image time value and having only observed locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 visible to the imaging device 135. An image time value is a time value when the image was captured by the imaging device 135. Additionally,
the VR console 110 receives 620, from the IMU 130, fast calibration data that includes intermediate estimated positions of a reference point 215 for a series of time values that includes the image time value.

[0091] Based on the slow calibration data, the VR console 110 determines 630 an observed position of the rear rigid body 230 at the image time value. To determine 620 the observed position of the rear rigid body 230, the VR console 110 extracts locator information describing positions of observed locators 120 on the rear rigid body 230 relative to each other from the slow calibration data and compares the locator information with a headset model retrieved from the tracking database 310 to identify model locators corresponding to the observed locators 120. After identifying model locators, the VR console 110 determines the observed locators 120 corresponding to each model locator and determines a rear reference point for the rear rigid body 230 using the positions of the observed locators 120. In some embodiments, the observed position of the rear rigid body 230 is the position of the rear reference point. In alternate embodiments, the observed position of the rear rigid body 230 may be observed positions of one or more of the observed locators.

[0092] The VR console 110 determines 640 a predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 at the image time value using the fast calibration data and a position vector. The position vector describes a calibrated offset between the front rigid body 205 and the rear rigid body 230. For example, the position vector describes a calibrated offset between the reference point 215 associated with the front rigid body 205 and a rear reference point associated with the rear rigid body 230. Additionally, in some embodiments, the position vector may include one or more sub-vectors that each describe relative calibrated offsets between the reference point 215 and different locators on the rear rigid body 230.

[0093] From the fast calibration data, the VR console 110 determines an intermediate estimated position of the reference point 215 on the front rigid body 205. In some embodiments, the VR console 110 determines the predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 as a position relative to the position of the reference point 215 based on the position vector. For example, the position vector identifies a relative positioning of a rear reference point on the rear rigid body 230 to the reference point 215. Alternatively, the position vector identifies the relative positioning of one or more locators 120 (including the observed locators) on the rear rigid body 230 relative
to the reference point 215.

[0094] The VR console 110 determines 650 whether a difference between the observed position and the predicted position is greater than a threshold value (e.g., 1 mm). If the difference is less than the threshold value, tracking of the VR headset 225 is maintained and slow calibration data is received 610, and the process proceeds as described above. However, if the difference between the observed position of the rear rigid body 230 exceeds the threshold value, the VR console 110 determines tracking of the VR headset 105 is lost and adjusts 660 the predicted position by an offset value. The offset value is determined so the difference between the between the observed position of the rear rigid body 230 and the predicted position of the rear rigid body 230 is less than the threshold value. For example, the VR console 110 uses the position vector modified by the offset value to more accurately determine the position of the rear rigid body 230 from the fast calibration data. Alternatively, the VR console 110 communicates an instruction to the IMU 130 to offset the estimated intermediate positions based on the offset value without modifying the position vector.

[0095] Based on the fast calibration data and the adjusted vector, the VR console 110 determines 670 subsequent predicted positions of the rear rigid body until re-calibration occurs (e.g., as further described above with respect to FIG. 5). In some embodiments, when tracking is lost, the VR console 110 prompts the user to adjust the VR headset 105 so locators on both the front rigid body 205 and on the rear rigid body 230 are visible to the imaging device 135. The prompt presented to the user may provide the user with specific instructions to position the VR headset 105 so locators on both the front rigid body 205 and on the rear rigid body 230 are visible to the imaging device 135 to facilitate re-calibration described in detail above with reference to FIG. 5.

[0096] FIG. 7 illustrates an example graph 700 illustrating a series of calibrated positions of a virtual reality headset 105. In FIG. 7, the vertical axis represents position, and the horizontal axis represents time. The graph 700 includes a series of calibrated positions 710A-C of a reference point of the VR headset 105 at times, T1, T2, and T3, respectively. The graph 700 also includes a series of intermediate estimated positions 715A-D and 720A-H of the reference point. The calibrated positions 710A-C are generated using slow calibration data from an imaging device
135 and the intermediate estimated positions 715A-D and 720 A-H are generated using fast calibration data from an IMU 130 included on a VR headset 105. Note, the relative times scales of the calibrated positions 710A-C and of the intermediate estimated positions 715A-D are different, and that intermediate estimated positions 715A-D and 720A-H are determined more frequently than the calibrated positions 710A-C.

[0097] The graph 700 shows a predicted position curve 725 described by a prediction function describing the predicted position of the reference point. The prediction function is generated by fitting a curve to the calibrated positions 710A-C and determining a function that describes the fitted curve. Any suitable method may be used to determine the position function from the calibrated positions 710A-C.

[0098] In the example of FIG. 7, the intermediate estimated positions 715A-D are the initial intermediate estimated positions determined using the fast calibration data prior to adjustment of the calibration parameters. Intermediate estimated position 715A is relatively close to the predicted position curve in FIG. 7, but as time progresses, the intermediate estimated positions move farther away from the predicted position curve 725, with the intermediate estimated position 715D in FIG. 7 being the farthest from the predicted position curve 725. The difference between the predicted position curve and the intermediate estimated position may be attributed to a combination of actual user movements, drift error, as well as additional factors. As discussed above, because the IMU 130 determines an intermediate estimated position relative to a previously determined position, the error compounds, resulting in larger deviation between the predicted position curve 725 and intermediate estimated positions 15 over time. To account for drift error, the VR console 110 may update an initial position of the IMU 130 as the subsequent calibration position. The IMU 130 then generates fast calibration with respect to the updated initial position and intermediate estimated positions determined after the initial position. In this embodiment, the VR console 110 updates the initial point as the calibrated position 710B.

[0099] Another way to reduce error associated with the intermediate estimated positions is by increasing the frequency that the intermediate estimated positions are determined. In the example of FIG. 7, the VR console 110 determined the intermediate estimated positions 720 A-H at twice the frequency of the intermediate
estimated positions 715 A-D, resulting in a smaller difference between the intermediate estimated positions 720 A-H and the predicted position curve 725.

**Additional Configuration Information**

[00100] A rigid-body tracking system for tracking unpredictable motion of rigid bodies is presented. Such a rigid-body tracking system may be useful for virtual reality, augmented reality, gaming, education, training, and therapy.

[00101] One embodiment of the rigid-body tracking system is to track the motion of a head-mounted display that is attached to the user's head. In this case, LEDs are attached to the surface of the display. An inertial measurement unit is mounted inside of the display and may include a sensor that measures angular velocity, such as one or more gyroscopes. It may further include one or more accelerometers and one or more magnetometers. A separate camera is placed at a fixed location, facing the user. In some embodiments, the rigid-body tracking system is the VR system 100.

[00102] In another embodiment, the rigid body being tracked may be held in the hand of the user. This could, for example, enable the position and orientation of the hand to be maintained in a virtual reality experience. In another embodiment, the camera may track multiple rigid bodies, including more than one headset and more than one additional hand-held objects.

[00103] The sensors that form the inertial measurement unit provide sufficient measurements for estimating the rigid-body orientation. These sensors include a gyroscope, accelerometer, and possibly a magnetometer. If the rigid body is within view of a stationary camera and at an appropriate distance, then additional orientation information can be inferred. Furthermore, the position of the rigid body is inferred. The tracking method combines measurements from all sensing sources, including one or more cameras, so that position and orientation of the rigid body is accurately maintained. Crucial to the rigid-body tracking system are the placement, number, and modulation of LEDs on the surface of the rigid body. These factors together lead to reliable, highly accurate tracking of the rigid body.

[00104] Note that the various features of the present invention can be practiced alone or in combination. These and other features of the present invention will be described in more detail below in the detailed description of the invention and in conjunction with the figures 8-10.

[00105] The rigid-body tracking system works by fusing sensor data from two
sources: An inertial measurement unit inside of the rigid body and a stationary camera that views the body. The most common embodiment is that the rigid body is a head-mounted display that is fixed to a human head. In this case, the position and orientation of the head must be tracked with low latency and jitter. The information provided by the sources is complementary in the sense that the inertial measurement unit provides the most powerful constraints on head orientation and the camera provides the most powerful constraints on the head position. Together, these provide input to filters that estimate the head position and orientation.

[00106] The most important component of the inertial measurement input is a high-frequency three-axis gyroscope, which measures the angular velocity of the rigid body. Upon numerical integration of the sensor data that is accumulated over time, the current orientation, with respect to the initial orientation is estimated. To account for dead reckoning errors that accumulate over time, an accelerometer or other sensor may be used to estimate the direction of "down" to compensate for tilt errors. A magnetometer may possibly be included in the inertial measurement to compensate for errors in estimated orientation with respect to rotations about the vertical (parallel to gravity) axis. This is particularly useful when the rigid body is not in the field of view of the camera; otherwise, the camera may alternatively provide this correction.

[00107] The camera captures frames at a standard rate of 60Hz, although both higher and lower rates may offer advantages in other embodiments. The resolution is 640 by 480 (standard VGA), also other resolutions may be used. Images are sent over a serial communication link (USB) to the central processor. There is also a serial link between the camera and the VR headset. This is used to command the camera to open and close its shutter for short, precisely timed intervals. A typical time exposure time is 0.1 milliseconds. The lens may be of any diopter, including narrow view, wide-angle, or fish-eyed. The camera may or may not have an infrared (IR) filter over its lens.

[00108] Imagine a user wearing a VR headset and is about to be magically transported from the real world to a virtual world. Ideally, the user’s head motions in the real world should be perfectly mirrored into the virtual world so that the user’s brain is completely fooled. When the user’s eyes are presented with virtual-world imagery, they should correspond to exactly what the user expects to see based on the user’s sense of immersion. A critical component to achieving this is head tracking,
which involves gathering data from sensors and processing them to determine how a user’s head is moving.

[00109] A user’s head and VR headset together can be considered as a rigid body moving through 3D space. A rigid body has up to six degrees of freedom (DOFs), which means that six independent parameters are needed to completely specify its position and orientation in space. Using these six parameters, we can calculate the coordinates of any point on the body. (This took a long time to figure out in the history of physics, with most of the credit going to Euler and Lagrange in the late 18th century.) Although there are many ways to choose these parameters, they are usually done so that three correspond to orientation (how the body is rotated) and three correspond to position (where the body is placed). This may be called the orientation parameters yaw, pitch, and roll. In previous methods only these three parameters were tracked, resulting in 3-DOF tracking. Using these, a VR system would know which way your head is pointing, but would unfortunately have to guess where a user’s eyes might be located.

[00110] Using the three parameters, a 3D rotation is applied at the base of the head model, and the eyes move to a plausible location, but it’s not necessarily correct. The first problem is measuring the head model: How big is a user’s head? A larger problem is that there is nothing to keep a user from moving the base of their head. For example, when a user looks forward and moves from side to side, their head rotates very little, but the position changes a lot. Alternatively, if a user bends forward at their hips while keeping their neck rigid, the base of their head will travel far. Failure to account for such motions of the head base cause vestibular mismatch, which can contribute to simulator sickness. The problem is that the sensors in a user’s inner ear do not agree with what their eyes are seeing. The inner ear detects the motion, but the eyes do not see it.

[00111] The rigid body tracking system tracks all six parameters directly from sensor data, rather than having to guess the additional three position parameters. This is 6-DOF tracking, which allows the rigid body tracking system to reliably estimate the both the direction a user is facing and the position of their eyeballs as they move their head around. This assumes that some fixed, person-specific quantities have been measured, such as interpupillary distance (IPD). In addition to a reduction in vestibular mismatch, the level immersion is incredible! A user can move their head
back and forth to judge depth. While standing on a pirate’s plank, a user can bend over to look at the terrifying waters. The possibilities are endless!

VISION BASED POSITION TRACKING

[00112] Position tracking is not a new problem in VR. There have been many attempts using a variety of technologies: single or multiple cameras, structured light, time of flight and magnetic sensors to name a few. Solutions vary by cost, power consumption, precision, necessary computation, and environmental constraints. To that end, some embodiments describe a position tracking solution that relies on a single inexpensive and low resolution camera.

[00113] Camera based position tracking, also known as pose estimation, is an important problem for many computer vision and robotics applications. The relevant literature is vast. Most of this literature, however, is not concerned with precision, computational resources, and latency. When navigating a car in the desert, a position estimate that is off by a few centimeters is pretty good, and there is no need to update position very frequently. In contrast, within the context of VR, tracking must be very precise, with low latency, and cannot take computation resources away from the rendered content.

[00114] In some embodiments, the position tracking system is composed of three components: a set of markers embedded into the VR Headset (e.g., VR Headset 105), an IMU and an external camera. Figure 8 shows a high level flow diagram of a rigid-body tracking system.

[00115] The rigid-body tracking system acquires images of the VR headset. Through image processing, the rigid-body tracking system extract the image position of the markers. Each marker is an IR LED. Based on the markers’ image positions and the known 3D model of the VR headset, the rigid-body tracking system computes a 6D pose. The algorithm leverages the information available to it from the IMU (gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer). After fusing vision and IMU data, we determine the optimal headset pose. The result is provided to the application for rendering. Turning now to a more detailed look at the individual components of the algorithm.

[00116] The rigid-body tracking system identifies each one of the visible markers (LEDs). In every captured image, the rigid-body tracking system detects multiple bright dots. Each dot corresponds to an LED. The rigid-body tracking system
identifies which of the physical LEDs produce each dot. Once this is done, the rigid-body tracking system associates a known 3D model of the LEDs on the VR headset with their observed image projections. With this association, and given a calibrated camera, the rigid-body tracking can estimate the pose that best explains the observed pattern of dots.

[00117] As it turns out, the identification problem is hard. To identify individual LEDs, the rigid-body tracking system extracts some unique information about each one. There are many possible ways to achieve just that. For example, the rigid-body tracking system could use a variety of visible light LEDs and distinguish them based on color. Another interesting approach is embedding geometric information in the form of lines or other shapes. Based on how the points are organized, the rigid-body tracking system can determine their individual IDs. And, also spatial arrangement such as allowing only coplanar markers can simplify identification.

[00118] Most of these ideas are computationally complex, not robust to occlusion and noise, or impose strict requirements on the geometry and appearance of the VR headset. In some embodiments, IR LEDs are used in a general 3D configuration. The LEDs are indistinguishable based on appearance. They all look like bright dots. Also, there isn't any special geometric arrangement that can simplify their identification. Bright spots are also quite abundant in images; noise, other lights sources and our LEDs all look the same. And finally, because the LEDs are spread all over the VR headset only some of the LEDs are visible in any given image, and some LEDs may be occluded by the user's hands.

[00119] The LEDs are embedded in the VR headset. In some embodiments, a solution relies on modulating the brightness of the LEDs. Over time, each LED displays a unique pattern of light. Because the LEDs operate in the near IR spectrum, they are invisible to the human eye. However, in the IR spectrum, the LEDs are very bright and have a wide field of illumination (~120 degrees). The camera is designed to be sensitive to light in the near IR frequency, and has a wide field of view lens. These properties (bright LEDs and wide field of view) enable a large tracking volume.

[00120] A vision algorithm detects the individual LEDs and tracks them over several frames. It then analyzes the displayed pattern of light to determine each LED's unique ID. Because the rigid-body tracking system decodes each LED individually, this approach is robust to noise and occlusion. However, it does use
several frames before decoding is achieved. It also means that in any given frame, there may be some new LEDs (not yet decoded) and some decoded LED may go out of view. The reconstruction algorithm has to be robust to false positives.

Note that the camera has a very short shutter (less than one millisecond long) and LEDs are synchronized so that they only illuminate when the shutter is open. As a result, the rigid-body tracking system can greatly reduce the amount of ambient light collected by the camera, save power, minimize blur during fast head motion, and most importantly maintain known timing between the camera and the VR headset. This can be important when the rigid-body tracking system performs sensor fusion between IMU and vision measurements.

**POSE RECONSTRUCTION**

Once the ID of each LED is known, and given a known 3D model of the LEDs, the rigid-body tracking system is ready to solve a classical projective geometry problem - what is the 6D pose (3D position and orientation) of the VR headset that best explains the observed projection of the LEDs.

The rigid-body tracking system has two types of pose reconstruction modes: bootstrapping and incremental.

The first variant, bootstrapping, happens when the rigid-body tracking system images the LEDs for the first time. The rigid-body tracking system previously solved the identification problem, which means it may have a guess about the IDs of some of the bright dots in the frame. But the rigid-body tracking system must be careful: some of the IDs may be wrong, some of the dots may not have been identified yet, and some of the dots may be due to other light sources in the environment. During bootstrapping, the rigid-body tracking system has to resolve all these conflicts quickly and compute the pose of the VR headset.

Bootstrapping is computationally very efficient method for generating pose hypotheses based on the decoded LEDs. The rigid-body tracking system sorts through these hypotheses using a variant of RanSAC (Random Sampling And Consensus) to find the subset of LEDs that were correctly identified.

To understand what these pose hypotheses are, take a triangle ABC projected onto an image plane triangle. A pose hypothesis works backward; it tells the rigid-body tracking system what is the position and orientation of the triangle that explains the image. In the case of 3 points A, B, and C, there can be more than one
pose with the same projection. It is important to note that this pose ambiguity disappears when points are not coplanar, and decreases with more than 3 points.

[00127] The last part of bootstrapping is refining the reconstructed pose by including as many LEDs as possible. The rigid-body tracking system does that by projecting our 3D model onto the image using the computed pose. Then, the rigid-body tracking system matches the expected LED positions to the observations. This allows the rigid-body tracking system to dramatically increase the number of identified LEDs and as a result refine our computed pose. Matching expected LED image positions to observations turns out to be key for solving the second version of the pose reconstruction problem: the incremental problem.

[00128] Figure 9 illustrates observed bright dots (larger dots) and predicted projections (smaller dots). Matching pairs of predicted and observed LEDs can be challenging in some cases.

[00129] It is worth noting that matching expected and observed LED positions can be quite challenging, in particular under fast head motions and because all LEDs look the same.

[00130] The second variant of the pose estimation problem is much easier. Fortunately, it is that one the rigid-body tracking system has to solve most of the time! When the rigid-body tracking system is in in incremental mode, the rigid-body tracking system can use the pose of the VR headset from the previous frame as a starting point for computing its pose in the current frame. How does it work? In one word: prediction. During the incremental mode, the rigid-body tracking system fuses information from vision and the IMU to compute where the VR headset is expected to be. The rigid-body tracking system then matches the prediction to observations, and performs corrections as necessary.

[00131] Incremental estimation has been applied to many different problems. For example, many optimization algorithms use an iterative approach where every step gets a little closer to the solution. Another example is problems in which measurements are provided in real-time (online). A large variety of filters have been proposed, among which the most popular is the family of Bayesian filters. This family includes the Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter, Sequential Monte Carlo filters, and others. Real-time pose estimation is also often tackled using a Bayesian filter.
[00132] The rigid-body tracking system uses a custom filter that fuses information and can make predictions. The starting point is the position and orientation computed in the previous frame. It's a good starting point, but it can certainly move quite a bit between camera frames (16.6ms @ 60Hz). If the rigid-body tracking system looks at the pose over the last few frames, it can make some prediction based on velocities. Now we're a little closer. Fortunately, the rigid-body tracking system also has an IMU. This means that between the previous and current image, the rigid-body tracking system actually has about 16 measurements of angular velocity and linear acceleration. Our custom filter fuses all this information, and provides history based pose estimates that are based on positions, velocities, and accelerations. The end result is pretty close to the real pose in the current frame.

[00133] The rigid-body tracking system uses the predicted pose to project the LEDs onto the image plane. The rigid-body tracking system then pairs predicted LED image coordinates to the observations. If the prediction is correct, the matches are perfect. And, finally, the rigid-body tracking system computes the necessary correction to the estimated pose which results in perfect matching.

[00134] Figure 10 illustrates the pose optimization step. It shows a 2D landscape, where the optimal solution is the global minimum. The rigid-body tracking system begins with a predicted pose based on history, velocity, and acceleration. The solution is iteratively improved using gradient descent optimization, until the rigid-body tracking system finds the optimal pose. Incremental pose estimation is computationally efficient, and it is the mode in which the rigid-body tracking system expects to be most of the time. Once bootstrapping is successful, and as long as the VR headset is visible to the camera, the system can continuously go through this process of: predict pose - match to observations - refine pose.

[00135] The three main considerations of a rigid-body tracking system are robustness to occlusion, efficient computation, and precision. The method is inherently robust to occlusion. During identification, the rigid-body tracking system can recognize individual LEDs. One condition is to see a few LEDs for several frames. Also pose reconstruction is robust to occlusion. The rigid-body tracking system is able to verify a prediction and refine the VR headset's pose estimate based on seeing a few LEDs per frame.
The precision requirements of head tracking in VR are high. The rigid-body tracking system provides the necessary stability (<0.1 mm and < 0.1 degrees) through a careful design of the placement of LEDs on the VR headset, and a reliable synchronization between the LEDs, the IMU and the camera. Fusing all the information together is what ultimately enables precise prediction and smooth tracking.

An interesting property of position tracking is grounding. For example, the rigid-body tracking system can now attach meaning to "looking forward." It simply means looking at the camera. In contrast with gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers, vision does not drift. Therefore, with position tracking, the rigid-body tracking system has a reliable and simple solution to drift correction.

Position tracking opens some interesting questions. Scale is one good example. Would a user expect a 1 to 1 mapping between motion in the real world and in the virtual world? Probably yes, as any mismatch may upset the user’s vestibular system. But then again, there are some use cases where it would be useful to control velocity based on head displacement --- the further a user is from the center the faster the user moves. Another interesting question is how to encourage the user to stay in the field of view of the camera.

Another example is when a user leaves the field of view, the rigid-body tracking system loses position tracking but still has orientation tracking thanks to the IMU. Every time the rigid-body tracking system reacquires position tracking it goes back from 3D to 6D. What should the rigid-body tracking system do upon reentry to 6D? Two possible solutions are snapping to the correct position as soon as vision is reacquired and interpolating slowly to the correct position, but both solutions are unsettling in different ways.

**Areas of Interest**

A rigid-body tracking system that achieves high accuracy and occlusion robustness due to a high plurality of modulated LEDs arranged on the body surface, with additional system components being: at least one stationary, digital camera that is external to the body being tracked; one inertial measurement unit, which is rigidly attached to the body being tracked; and digital hardware that receives and sends information between components of the internal measurement unit, the camera, and the main CPU.
[00141] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the inertial measurement contains a three-axis gyroscope to measure angular velocity.

[00142] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the inertial measurement contains a three-axis accelerometer.

[00143] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the inertial measurement may contain a three-axis magnetometer.

[00144] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the surface LEDs are arranged in a careful pattern that is non-coplanar and provides sufficient separation between neighboring LEDs.

[00145] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the LEDs are modulated so that they may maintain one out of two or more predetermined infrared brightness levels over a desired time interval.

[00146] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the modulation of the LEDs is controlled by the digital hardware component.

[00147] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the modulation of the LEDs may be in amplitude, frequency, some combination, or by other means of signal encoding.

[00148] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein the LEDs may be in the visible light spectrum or infrared spectrum.

[00149] The rigid-body tracking system, wherein submillisecond time stamps are generated and recorded by the digital hardware component for times at which the camera shutter is open or the inertial measurement unit provides a new measurement.

[00150] A method for rigid-body tracking, useful in conjunction with a head-mounted display, the head tracking method comprising: updating body orientation estimates from high-frequency (at least 1000Hz) angular velocity measurements obtained by a gyroscope in the inertial measurement unit; updating body position estimated from images that contain an uniquely identified subset of the LEDs; improving computational efficiency and estimation accuracy by tightly integrating measurements from both the inertial measurement unit and one or more cameras; and providing body position and orientation estimates, with the additional ability of predicting future positions and orientations.

[00151] The method as recited above, wherein accelerometer measurements are used to compensate for orientation tilt dead-reckoning errors.
[00152] The method as recited above, wherein camera images, and possibility magnetometer measurements, are used to compensate for orientation yaw dead-reckoning errors.

[00153] The method as recited above, wherein low-level image processing is performed to extract LED center locations in the image to within sub-pixel accuracy.

[00154] The method as recited above, wherein LED modulation levels provide a digitally encoded identifier over consecutive camera images, thereby solving the LED identification problem.

[00155] The method as recited above, wherein position and orientation estimates from images are calculated incrementally from frame to frame.

[00156] The method as recited above, wherein measurements from the gyroscope and accelerometer over the time interval between consecutive shutter openings are utilized.

[00157] The method as recited above, wherein accurate predictive estimates of position and orientation are made by combining the estimate from the previous frame with the accumulated gyroscope and accelerometer measurements.

[00158] The method as recited above, wherein a method iteratively perturbs the predictive estimate until the new position and orientation estimates optimize the error, which is the mismatch between the expected LED center locations in the image and their measured locations in the image.

Summary

[00159] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the disclosure has been presented for the purpose of illustration; it is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the disclosure to the precise forms disclosed. Persons skilled in the relevant art can appreciate that many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above disclosure.

[00160] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the disclosure has been presented for the purpose of illustration; it is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the disclosure to the precise forms disclosed. Persons skilled in the relevant art can appreciate that many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above disclosure.

[00161] Some portions of this description describe the embodiments of the disclosure in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on
information. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are commonly used by those skilled in the data processing arts to convey the substance of their work effectively to others skilled in the art. These operations, while described functionally, computationally, or logically, are understood to be implemented by computer programs or equivalent electrical circuits, microcode, or the like. Furthermore, it has also proven convenient at times, to refer to these arrangements of operations as modules, without loss of generality. The described operations and their associated modules may be embodied in software, firmware, hardware, or any combinations thereof.

Any of the steps, operations, or processes described herein may be performed or implemented with one or more hardware or software modules, alone or in combination with other devices. In one embodiment, a software module is implemented with a computer program product comprising a computer-readable medium containing computer program code, which can be executed by a computer processor for performing any or all of the steps, operations, or processes described.

Embodiments of the disclosure may also relate to an apparatus for performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, and/or it may comprise a general-purpose computing device selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a non-transitory, tangible computer readable storage medium, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, which may be coupled to a computer system bus. Furthermore, any computing systems referred to in the specification may include a single processor or may be architectures employing multiple processor designs for increased computing capability.

Embodiments of the disclosure may also relate to a product that is produced by a computing process described herein. Such a product may comprise information resulting from a computing process, where the information is stored on a non-transitory, tangible computer readable storage medium and may include any embodiment of a computer program product or other data combination described herein.

Finally, the language used in the specification has been principally selected for readability and instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected
to delineate or circumscribe the inventive subject matter. It is therefore intended that the scope of the disclosure be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by any claims that issue on an application based hereon. Accordingly, the disclosure of the embodiments is intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the disclosure, which is set forth in the following claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method comprising:
   receiving slow calibration data from an imaging device, the slow calibration data including a series of images of a virtual reality (VR) headset including a front rigid body and a rear rigid body each having one or more locators, the series of images including an image with only locators on the rear rigid body visible and associated with an image time value;
   receiving, from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) within the front rigid body, fast calibration data comprising intermediate estimated positions of a reference point of the front rigid body;
   determine an observed position of the rear rigid body for the particular image time value using the slow calibration data;
   determining a predicted position of the rear rigid body for the particular image time value using the fast calibration data and a position vector describing a calibrated offset between the front rigid body and the rear rigid body;
   responsive to determining a difference between the observed position of the rear rigid body and the predicted position of the rear rigid body is greater than a threshold value, adjusting the position vector by an offset value so the difference between the observed position and the predicted position is less than the threshold value; and
   determining a subsequent predicted position of the rear rigid body for an image from the series of images associated with a subsequent image time value occurring after the image time value based on the fast calibration data and the adjusted position vector.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   responsive to determining the difference between the observed position of the rear rigid body and the predicted position of the rear rigid body is greater than the threshold value, re-calibrating the relative position of the rear rigid body to the front rigid body to remove the offset to predicted position estimates of the rear rigid body based at least in part on an image from the series of images in the slow
calibration data that includes a front threshold number of locators from the front rigid body and includes a rear threshold number of locators on the rear rigid body.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein re-calibrating the relative position of the rear rigid body to the front rigid body to remove the temporary offset to predicted position estimates of the rear rigid body further comprises:

- identifying model locators that correspond to locators included in the least one image based on a headset model associated with the VR headset;
- generating estimated positions for each of the one or more locators included in at least one image using the headset model;
- adjusting one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of the locators on the front rigid body included in at least one image and positions associated with their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value;
- generating calibrated positions of the reference point based at least in part on the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in the at least one image from the slow calibration data, a calibrated position associated with an image from the slow calibration data;
- determining a position of the rear rigid body relative to the reference point based at least in part on the estimated positions for one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and included on the rear rigid body;
- determining one or more predicted positions of the reference point based at least in part on the calibrated positions of the reference point, a predicted position associated with a time between subsequent images from the slow calibration data; and
- adjusting one or more of the calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point are within a threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the reference point.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein determining the position of the rear rigid body relative to the reference point comprises:
   determining a rear reference point based on the estimated positions for one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and included on the rear rigid body; and
determining a position of the rear reference point relative to the reference point.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein determining the position of the rear rigid body relative to the reference point further comprises:
determining positions of the one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and included on the rear rigid body relative to the reference point based at least in part on the estimated positions for the one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and included on the rear rigid body.

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
determining that the slow calibration data does not include at least one image including a locator from the front rigid body;
estimating positions of one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and included on the rear rigid body relative to an intermediate estimated position of the reference point; from the fast calibration data; and
determining that a difference between positions of model locators corresponding to the one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data based on a headset model associated with the VR headset positions and the estimated positions of the one or more locators included in at least one image form the slow calibration data and included in the rear rigid body exceeds the threshold value.

7. The method of claim 3, wherein adjusting one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so the relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of the locators on the front rigid body and included in at
least one image form the slow calibration data and positions associated with their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value comprises:

   adjusting a calibration parameter for the IMU; and

   adjusting positions of one or more model locators based in part on the adjustment to the calibration parameter.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein adjusting the calibration parameter for the IMU comprises:

   setting an initial position of the IMU to a calibrated position of the reference point associated with an image from the slow calibration data at a time after initialization of the IMU, so the IMU determines fast calibration data relative to calibrated position of the reference point.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the adjusted calibration parameter is selected from a group consisting of: a sample rate of one or more of the measurement signals output by an accelerometer, a sample rate of one or more of the measurement signals output by a gyroscope, an output rate of the fast calibration data, a command to provide power to the IMU, a command to update an initial position to a calibrated position of the reference point, and any combination thereof.

10. The method of claim 3, wherein generating estimated positions for each of the one or more locators included in at least one image from the slow calibration data using the headset model comprises:

   using a projection matrix to translate positions of the model locators to estimated positions of the one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein adjusting one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so the relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of the locators on the front rigid body and included in at least one image form the slow calibration data and positions associated with their corresponding model locators are less than the threshold value comprises:

   adjusting a calibration parameter that adjusts translation of the positions of the model locators to the estimated positions of one or more of the
locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from
the slow calibration data by the projection matrix.

12 The method of claim 11, wherein the calibration parameter is selected
from a group consisting of: focal length, focus, frame rate, ISO, shutter speed,
aperture, camera orientation, offset of an imaging sensor with respect to the center of
lens, lens distortion parameters, sensor temperature, or some combination thereof.

13. The method of claim 3, wherein adjusting one or more of the
calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point
are within the threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the
reference point comprises:

determining a prediction function that predicts the position of the reference
point at a particular time using the calibrated positions;
determining distances between one or more of the intermediate estimated
positions of the reference point and predicted positions of the
reference point determined using the prediction function; and
adjusting a calibration parameter so the determined distances are less than
the threshold distance.

14. A method comprising:

receiving slow calibration data from an imaging device, the slow
 calibration data including an image of a portion of a virtual reality
 (VR) headset at an image time value, and the VR headset includes
 a front rigid body and a rear rigid body each having one or more
 locators, and only locators on the rear rigid body are visible in the
 image;

receiving, from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) within the front rigid
body, fast calibration data comprising an intermediate estimated
position of a reference point of the front rigid body at the image
time value;

determining an observed position of the rear rigid body for the particular
 image time value using the slow calibration data;

determining a predicted position of the rear rigid body for the particular
 image time value using the fast calibration data and a position
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vector describing a calibrated offset between the front rigid body
and the rear rigid body; and
responsive to determining a difference between the observed position of
the rear rigid body and the predicted position of the rear rigid body
is greater than a threshold value, adjusting the predicated position
of the rear rigid body by an offset value so the difference between
the observed position and the predicted position is less than the
threshold value.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein adjusting the predicated position of
the rear rigid body by an offset value such that difference between the observed
position and the predicted position is less than the threshold value, comprises:
   adjusting the position vector by the offset value.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein adjusting the predicated position of
the rear rigid body by an offset value such that difference between the observed
position and the predicted position is less than the threshold value, comprises:
   instructing the IMU to offset one or more intermediate estimated positions
   of the reference point by the offset value.

17. The method of claim 14, wherein determining a predicted position of
the rear rigid body for the particular image time value using the fast calibration data
and a position vector describing a calibrated offset between the front rigid body and
the rear rigid body comprises:
   identifying the predicted position of the rear rigid body as a position of a
   rear reference point on the rear rigid body that is relative to the
   intermediate estimated position of the reference point by the
   position vector.

18. The method of claim 14, further comprising:
   receiving additional slow calibration data from the imaging device, the
   slow calibration data including a subsequent image at a subsequent
   image time value, and only locators on the rear rigid body are
   visible in the subsequent image;
   receiving from the IMU additional fast calibration data comprising a
   subsequent intermediate estimated position of the reference point
   of the front rigid body at the subsequent image time value;
determining a subsequent observed position of the rear rigid body for the subsequent image time value using the slow calibration data; and determining a subsequent predicted position of the rear rigid body for the subsequent image time value using the fast calibration data and the adjusted position vector.

19. The method of claim 14, further comprising:

re-calibrating the front rigid body to the rear rigid body once the slow calibration data includes an image including locators on the front rigid body and the rear rigid body.

20. A system comprising:

a virtual reality (VR) headset including a front rigid body and a rear rigid body, the front rigid body including an inertial measurement unit (IMU) configured to output fast calibration data comprising intermediate estimated positions of a reference point within the front rigid body;

an imaging device configured to output slow calibration data including a series of images of the VR headset, and in an image, of the series of images, locators on the rear rigid body are the only locators visible in the image and the image is associated with a particular image time value, and

a VR console comprising:

a processor; and

a memory coupled to the processor and including instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:

receive slow calibration data from the imaging device,

receive the fast calibration data from the IMU,

determine an observed position of the rear rigid body for the particular image time value using the slow calibration data,

determine a predicted position of the rear rigid body for the particular image time value using the fast calibration data and a position vector describing a calibrated offset between the front rigid body and the rear rigid body;
determine that a difference between the observed position and
the predicted position is greater than a threshold value;
responsive to a determination that a difference between the
observed position of the rear rigid body and the
predicted position of the rear rigid body is greater than a
threshold value, adjust the position vector by an offset
value so the difference between the observed position
and the predicted position is less than the threshold
value; and

determine a subsequent predicted position of the rear rigid body
for an image from the series of images associated with a
subsequent image time value occurring after the image
time value based on the fast calibration data and the
adjusted position vector.

21. A method comprising:

receiving, from an imaging device, slow calibration data including a series
of images showing portions of one or more locators on a virtual
reality (VR) headset, each image separated from a subsequent
image in the series by an image time value;

receiving, from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) on the VR headset,
fast calibration data comprising one or more intermediate estimated
positions of a reference point on the VR headset;

identifying model locators each corresponding to a locator on the VR
headset and included in at least one image from the slow
calibration data using a stored headset model associated with the
VR headset;

generating estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR
headset and included in at least one image from the slow
calibration data using the headset model;

adjusting one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated
positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated
positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and
included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and
positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value;
generating calibrated positions of the reference point based at least in part on the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data, a calibrated position associated with an image from the slow calibration data;
determining one or more predicted positions of the reference point based at least in part on the calibrated positions of the reference point, a predicted position associated with a time between subsequent images from the slow calibration data; and
adjusting one or more of the calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point are within a threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the reference point.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein generating calibrated positions of the reference point based at least in part on the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data comprises:

determining whether the slow calibration data includes images having at least a threshold number of locators on a plurality of sides of the VR headset; and

communicating a prompt to the VR headset for presentation, the prompt including one or more instructions to reposition the VR headset relative to the imaging device.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the sides of the VR headset are selected from a group consisting of: a top side, a bottom side, a right side, a left side, a front side, and any combination thereof.

24. The method of claim 21, wherein adjusting one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value comprises:
adjusting a calibration parameter for the IMU; and
adjusting positions of one or more model locators based in part on the
adjustment to the calibration parameter.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein adjusting the calibration parameter
for the IMU comprises:

setting an initial position of the IMU to a calibrated position of the
reference point associated with an image from the slow calibration
data at a time after initialization of the IMU, so the IMU
determines fast calibration data relative to calibrated position of the
reference point.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the calibration parameter for the
IMU is selected from a group consisting of: a sample rate of one or more of the
measurement signals output by an accelerometer, a sample rate of one or more of the
measurement signals output by a gyroscope, an output rate of the fast calibration data,
a command to provide power to the IMU, a command to update an initial position to a
calibrated position of the reference point, and any combination thereof.

27. The method of claim 21, wherein generating estimated positions of one
or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the
slow calibration data using the headset model comprises:

using a projection matrix to translate positions of the model locators to
estimated positions of the one or more of the locators on the VR
headset and included in at least one image from the slow
calibration data.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein adjusting one or more calibration
parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the
adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and
included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and positions of their
corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value comprises:

adjusting a calibration parameter that adjusts translation of the positions of
the model locators to the estimated positions of one or more of the
locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from
the slow calibration data by the projection matrix.
29. The method of claim 28, wherein the calibration parameter is selected from a group consisting of: focal length, focus, frame rate, ISO, shutter speed, aperture, camera orientation, offset of an imaging sensor with respect to the center of lens, lens distortion parameters, sensor temperature, or some combination thereof.

30. The method of claim 21, wherein adjusting one or more of the calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point are within a threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the reference point comprises:

   determining a prediction function that predicts the position of the reference point at a particular time using the calibrated positions;
   determining distances between one or more of the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point and predicted positions of the reference point determined using the prediction function; and
   adjusting a calibration parameter so the determined distances are less than the threshold distance.

31. A method comprising:

   receiving, from an imaging device, slow calibration data including a series of images at particular time values showing portions of one or more observed locators from a plurality of locators on a virtual reality (VR) headset;
   receiving, from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) on the VR headset, fast calibration data comprising positional information of a reference point on the VR headset at the particular time values;
   extracting locator information from images in the slow calibration data, the locator information extracted from an image describing positions of observed locators relative to each other in the image;
   comparing the locator information with a headset model to identify model locators that correspond to each of the one or more observed locators;
   generating estimated positions for the observed locators using the headset model;
   estimating positions of the reference point for the series of images using the estimated positions for the observed locators;
adjusting one or more calibration parameters to simultaneously:

adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the
adjusted estimated positions of observed locators and
positions of their corresponding model locaters is less
than a threshold value; and

adjust the estimated positions of the reference point so a
relative distance between the estimated positions for the
reference point and positions of a model reference point
determined from the model locators is less than the
threshold value.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein generating estimated positions for
the observed locations using the headset model comprises:

using a projection matrix to translate positions of the model locaters to
estimated positions of the one or more of the locators on the VR
headset and included in at least one image from the slow
calibration data.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein adjusting one or more calibration
parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the
adjusted estimated positions of observed locators and positions of their corresponding
model locaters are less than a threshold value comprises:

adjusting a calibration parameter that adjusts translation of the positions of
the model locaters to the estimated positions of one or more of the
locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from
the slow calibration data by the projection matrix.

34. The method of claim 31, wherein a calibration parameter is selected
from a group consisting of: a sample rate of one or more of the measurement signals
output by an accelerometer, a sample rate of one or more of the measurement signals
output by a gyroscope, an output rate of the fast calibration data, a command to
provide power to the IMU, a command to update an initial position to a calibrated
position of the reference point, and any combination thereof.

35. A system comprising:

a virtual reality (VR) headset including a plurality of locators and an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) configured to output fast
calibration data comprising one or more intermediate estimated positions of a reference point on the VR headset, each intermediate estimated position separated from a subsequent intermediate estimated position by a position time value;

an imaging device configured to output slow calibration data including a series of images showing portions of observed locators of the plurality of locator, on the VR headset, each image separated from a subsequent image in the series by an image time value that is larger than the position time value;

a VR console comprising:

a processor; and

a memory coupled to the processor and including instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the processor to:

receive the slow calibration data from the imaging device receiving the fast calibration data from the VR headset;

identify model locators each corresponding to a locator on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data using a stored headset model associated with the VR headset;

generate estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data using the headset model;

adjust one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value;

generate calibrated positions of the reference point based at least in part on the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data, a
calibrated position associated with an image from the slow calibration data;
determine one or more predicted positions of the reference point based at least in part on the calibrated positions of the reference point, a predicted position associated with a time between subsequent images from the slow calibration data; and
adjust one or more of the calibration parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point are within a threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the reference point.

36. The system of claim 35, wherein a locator comprises infrared light emitting diodes and the imaging device is configured to detect infrared light.

37. The system of claim 34, wherein adjust one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value comprises:
   adjust a calibration parameter for the IMU; and
   adjust positions of one or more model locators based in part on the adjustment to the calibration parameter.

38. The system of claim 37, wherein adjust the calibration parameter for the IMU comprises:
   set an initial position of the IMU to a calibrated position of the reference point associated with an image from the slow calibration data at a time after initialization of the IMU, so the IMU determines fast calibration data relative to calibrated position of the reference point..

39. The system of claim 35, wherein adjust one or more calibration parameters to adjust the estimated positions so a relative distance between the adjusted estimated positions of one or more of the locators on the VR headset and included in at least one image from the slow calibration data and positions of their corresponding model locators are less than a threshold value comprises:
adjust a calibration parameter for the imaging device; and
adjust positions of one or more model locators based in part on the
adjustment to the calibration parameter.

40. The system of claim 34, wherein adjust one or more of the calibration
parameters so the intermediate estimated positions of the reference point are within
the threshold distance of the determined predicted positions of the reference point
comprises:

determine a prediction function that predicts the position of the reference
point at a particular time using the calibrated positions;
determine distances between one or more of the intermediate estimated
positions of the reference point and predicted positions of the
reference point determined using the prediction function; and
adjust a calibration parameter so the determined distances are less than the
threshold distance.
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Receive slow calibration data and fast calibration data, the slow calibration data including at least one image that shows a front threshold number of locators on a front rigid body and a rear threshold number of locators on a rear rigid body that are part of a virtual reality (VR) headset
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